The dissipaton-equation-of-motion (DEOM) theory [Y. J. Yan, J. Chem. Phys. 140, 054105 (2014)] is an exact and nonperturbative many-particle method for open quantum systems. As an entangled system-and-environment theory, DEOM explicitly describes both the reduced system and hybrid bath solvation modes dynamics. The theory for the latter by far had only been concerned with the coordinates. To complete the phase-space dissipaton theory that would be essential for its further developments toward the broad range applications, one needs further the dissipaton algebra on the conjugate momentums of dissipatons. In this work, we establish this missing ingredient which satisfies the canonical commutation relation and also the required time-derivative reversal property. We illustrate this novel dissipaton algebra for momentums with the DEOM evaluation on thermal current fluctuation.
Entangled system-bath dynamics play crucial roles whenever the non-Markovian and nonperturbative quantum nature of environments cannot be neglected. Traditionally this problem was addressed with the "coresystem" approach. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] This is to divide the overall environment into the "first-shell" and "secondary" parts. The core-system comprises both the primary system and the first-shell hybrid bath solvation modes. Quantum dissipation theory (QDT) methods such as quantum master equations are applied to treat the reduced core-system dynamics under the influence of the secondary bath environments. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] As an exact and numerically relatively efficient QDT is concerned, one often exploits the hierarchical-equations-of-motion (HEOM) formalism. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] This is the time-derivative equivalence to the Feymann-Vernon path influence functional approach. 13 However, the HEOM formalism involves a vast number of dynamical variables that are just mathematical auxiliaries without physical meanings. In this sense, HEOM is mainly a reduced system theory. Its exact treatments on the system-plus-bath core dynamics is in general too expensive.
In this work, we revisit the dissipaton-equation-ofmotion (DEOM) theory, [14] [15] [16] with focus on its extension to the hybrid bath phase-space dynamics. Dissipatons are quasi-particles, described with statistically independent bare-bath subspace operators, {f k } [cf. Eq. (14)]. These operators arise from the system-bath coupling Hamiltonian decompositions, such as [cf. Eq. (13)]
Dynamical variables in DEOM are the dissipatonaugmented-reduced density operators (DDOs): [14] [15] [16] 
Here, n ≡ {n 1 · · · n K } specifies the configuration of the total n-dissipatons, where n = K k=1 n k , with n k ≥ 0 for bosonic dissipatons. The reduced system density
It is noticed that the DDOs of Eq. (2) are physically well-defined quantities and satisfy the same dynamics as the HEOM formalism. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] This is also true for the fermionic coupling environment scenario. 17 In this sense, one may consider the DEOM theory is a second-quantization of the HEOM formalism. Moreover, the DEOM-space quantum mechanics comprises also the dissipaton algebra that enables explicitly the accurate evaluations on hybrid bath dynamics. Demonstrated properties of study include such as Fano interference, 18 Herzberg-Teller vibronic coupling spectroscopy, 19 and transport current shot noise spectrum. 20 There are two essential ingredients in the dissipaton algebra: The generalized diffusion equation and the generalized Wick's theorems. [14] [15] [16] Previously we had only dealt with the dissipaton coordinate dynamics viax B = kf k in Eq. (1). Physically, the conjugate momentum p B to coordinatex B via the Heisenberg's canonical commutation relation is of equal importance.
In this work, we will establish the dissipaton algebra on the conjugate momentums of hybrid bath solvation modes. This will complete the DEOM theory as a universal and versatile tool in quantum mechanics of open systems. Demonstration will be carried out on equilibrium fluctuation of heat current. Throughout the paper we set = 1 and β = 1/(k B T ), with k B the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.
Without loss of generality, we focus explicitly on a single-dissipative-mode case. The total system-plusbath composite Hamiltonian reads
The system Hamiltonian H S and the dissipative system modeQ S are arbitrary. The bath is modeled to be harmonic, i.e., h B = j ωj 2 (p 2 j +x 2 j ); whereasx B = j c jxj is linear and set to be dimensionless. This is the Gaussian-Wick's coupling bath model, with the influence being completely characterized by the hybridization spectral density,
Here,x B (t) ≡ e ihBtx B e −ihBt is the hybridizing bath operator in the h B -interaction picture. The average Ô B ≡ tr B (Ôe −βhB )/tr B (e −βhB ) runs over the bare-bath thermal equilibrium ensembles for any operatorÔ. It can be shown that
It is easy to verify thatẋ
The hybridizing bath correlation function satisfies the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, 21, 22 x
It can be obtained via the sum-over-poles evaluation as
It is noticed that the exponents from the poles of Bose function and the corresponding pre-exponents coefficients are both real. On the other hand, those originating from the spectral density are either real or complex conjugate paired. Consequently, one can write the time-reversal relation,
From Eq. (9) and (10) we have
We have also
The last identity is the time-derivative reversal relation. The construction of dissipaton algebra starts from the dissipaton decomposition,
The involving dissipatonsf k are set to reproduce Eq. (9) and (10) as
The resultant generalized diffusion equation reads 14, 15 tr
Dissipaton algebra is a natural extension of the Liouville-space algebra to the DEOM space. It follows an arbitrary O-action on the DDO, ρ 
with
The above notation will be adopted throughout this paper. In relation to the Liouville-space operations of an arbitrary dynamical operatorÂ, we denote alsô
The generalized diffusion equation (15) read in terms of DDOs as
This evaluates the action of bath Hamiltonian. The action of system-bath coupling is treated with the generalized Wick's theorem, 14, 15 
The subscript n ± k differs from n only at the specified f k -disspaton participation number n k by ±1. Moreover, according to Eq. (14),
This leads to Eq. (20) the expressions,
By applying the Liouville-von Neumann equation for the total composite density operator ρ T (t) in Eq. (2), followed by using Eqs. (13) , (19) and (22), we obtain 14
This describes the same dynamics of the HEOM formalism. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] To complete the DEOM-space quantum mechanics, we further establish the dissipaton algebra on the conjugate momentump B . In analogy to Eq. (13) it is decomposed intop
The proposed dissipaton algebra for {φ k } reads
The
One can readily verify that [x B ,p B ] = i holds here. The details are as follows. From Eqs. (22) and (25), we can show that for any k
and
The backward counterparts ρ (n) n t; (f kφk ) < and ρ (n) n t; (φ kfk ) < are similar to ρ (n) n t; (φ kfk ) > and ρ (n) n t; (f kφk ) > , respectively, but with η k being replaced by η * k . We obtain Note also that the distinct modes commute with each other. This results in
On the other hand, from Eq. (8) we have
Together with (12) , we obtain
This leads to Eq. (30) the expression
This is just [x B ,p B ] = i in the DEOM space. We can also verify the required time-derivative reversal relation for steady-state correlation functions. It is to prove that for any operatorÔ, Eq. (24) with Eq. (25) satisfies
Here,Ô(t) ≡ e iHTtÔ e −iHTt ≡Ôe −iLTt . The ensemble average runs over the composite steady state ρ st T (H T ). Apparently, Eq. (34) can be recast as
Here, we denote the super-operator L T (·) ≡ [H T , · ] as the dynamical generator in the total DEOM space. On the (;f > k ). Further by using the DEOM (23), withρ (n);st n = 0 for the steady state, we obtaiṅ
Note that k (η k − η * k ) = 0 according to Eq. (11). Therefore, Eq. (36) leads to the r.h.s. of Eq. (35) the expression of Eq. (25). This proves Eq. (34). The numerical validation on this time-derivative reversal relation is given in Fig. 1 .
To conclude this paper, we illustrate the novel dissipaton algebra for the momentum with the DEOM evaluation on thermal current fluctuation. The thermal current operator defined via Eq. (3) is given bŷ
The thermal current fluctuation is represented by the correlation function
with δĴ ≡Ĵ − Ĵ . Both the average current Ĵ and current fluctuation [Eq. (38)] can be evaluated via the standard DEOM method. [14] [15] [16] 19, 20 For the purpose of this work, it is sufficient to consider the equilibrium scenario where Ĵ = 0. Shown in Fig. 2 are the correlation function C(t) and its spectrum.
In summary, we complete the DEOM theory with adding the dissipaton algebra for hybrid bath solvation momentum. The new ingredients, Eqs. 
